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Detail from Series DivaCity by Mandy Shindler



Introduction

Fibre art explores experiments with textile manipulation, colour, 
texture and a diversity of mixed media in an original way.
  
Over the past 40 years, fibre work has become increasingly 
conceptual with fibre artists creating artworks influenced by cultural, 
social, environmental and political issues.  

‘Diversity’, the theme of this fibre/textile art exhibition, has provided 
a wide platform for the artists’ interpretation.  Whether the work is 
light-hearted or conveys a deeper message, all are thought-provoking, 
inviting the viewer to consider unusual methods and materials that 
push new boundaries in art using fibre in its many forms. 

On behalf of fibre/textile artists in South Africa, I would like to express 
my sincere appreciation to the Rupert Museum, Stellenbosch, for the 
opportunity to showcase an exhibition featuring fibre art. 

DAL BOTHA
Guest Curator

1 Detail from Winds of Change by Roy Starke



Zyma Amien
Fracture, 2019
Acrylic threads with buttons 
64 x 45 cm 

R40,000

The technique used to create the work stems from my need to heal 
myself from the loss of a sibling. I used a very small image and 
pixelated it enough to use it to stitch a button. The pixels 
became a metaphor for zooming into his life to help me put his life 
together. A button together with a buttonhole is normally used to 
close an opening, however, I used it to allude to how exposed his life 
became when the monster, depression, became bigger than his life.  
The long loose ends are a metaphor for the unfinished sentence 
we shared. 

The title, Fracture, speaks of breakage at stress point. The 
image consists of multiple buttons stitched together to create 
a whole. This fragmentation alludes to the shattered emotions I 
experienced and continue to feel. The process of sewing the 
buttons and leaving the loose ends was meant to heal the wound but 
today, years later, not even time has helped to explain his life to me. 

Detail
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Elaine Barnard
Conversations in Nature, 2022 
Fabric textile
221 x 100 cm

R18,500

The biological diversity of life on earth is the foundation of human 
existence and wellbeing. Biodiversity and viable ecosystems protect 
us from natural disasters, regulate the climate and provide food, fertile 
soil and medicine. Thus to live in balance with the natural diversity, 
we need to have ongoing conversations about the sustainability of 
ecosystems in nature. 

A variety of fabrics from reclaimed, recycled fabric sample 
books (silks, velvets, linens, felt, upholstery fabrics, organzas, 
rayons) and yarns of velvet, silk, cotton and banana fibre were used. 
Painted and printed fabrics and yarns layered with free motion 
machine embroidery, hand embroidery, appliqué, quilting, knitting and 
tying of beads. 

Two handmade butterflies made with free motion machine 
embroidery, hand embroidery and beading on silk, velvet and cotton 
fabrics. 

Detail

Detail
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Danielle Clough
I’m a sucker for you, 2022
Embroidery: linen, cotton, rayon framed in kiaat
29 x 29 cm (unframed)
31 x 31 cm (framed)

R27,000

Detail
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Rosalie Dace
Diasphora, 2010
Ugandan Bark cloth, hand-dyed Nigerian fabric, Congolese Kuba 
Raffia, other hand dyed and commercial cotton, lame,thread, beads.  
Machine and hand pieced and appliquéd, machine and hand quilted, 
embroidered and beaded. 
114 x 96cm

NFS

As part of my Journeys series, this work acknowledges the 
greatest of all journeys -  that of the human race traveling up through 
Africa in a series of journeys that eventually populated the entire world. 

I have chosen to use mainly African fabrics to symbolize this and the 
hardships of the journeys through very rough terrain. There was not 
one day when the first journey started, but groups left at various 
times throughout history. Hence the uneven shape of the work, 
particularly at the bottom. 

The curved top and sides acknowledge that this movement led 
by curiosity and a need to find more, still continues. As they 
traveled along water courses in search of food and water, I 
imagine that the footsteps taken by these early travelers on this 
centuries-long journey would have varied, with some steps 
being young and strong, and some faltering and hesitant. I have used 
different threads and stitch lengths to reflect this, and the 
animal tracks they followed. Wherever they stopped, for short or long 
periods, they would have left evidence of their presence where 
they had gathered in groups, symbolized in the circles and beads. 
The use of lamé brings it into the 21st century and reminds us that 
while early humans looked constantly at the horizons for the glint 
of life-sustaining water, our curiosity is searching out new horizons. 

Detail
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Monique Day-Wilde
LEFT

Contained, 2022
Mixed media vessel
24 x 25 x 25 cm

R2,750

A ‘collage’ of monoprints from various found seaweed on 
tissue paper, with the addition of  gauze, embroidered tulle lace 
and thread, combine to make up my vessel.  It is reminiscent of a 
sea urchin, folding in on itself.  A tough exterior protecting the 
soft inside, the sea urchin often symbolises protection of self.

RIGHT

Hanging By A Thread, 2022
Mixed media
210 x 85 x 20 cm

R16,000

There should be a certain joy in diversity, a depth and 
beauty that we could never have if all things were the same.  
And yet sameness is what we often strive for, to have what 
others have, to look how they look and to expect that from them too, 
to fit in. In Hanging by a thread, I explore the pleasure of diverse 
social interaction by using teabags collected over time, each one 
part of a shared moment with others.  I have printed each teabag 
using physical specimens of fynbos and other plants, creating 
monoprints, each one different from the next.  These prints on teabags 
have been assembled and stitched together to make a harmonious 
fabric – not perfect but beautiful and interesting.  The imperfections 
in the fabric – the tears, the holes, have been painted and then stitched 
in red, symbolising the danger we are in if we continue to seek to be 
the same. 

Detail 12



Tilly de Harde
Acid Rain, 2022
Isachord machine embroidery threads, digital printed chiffon, 
Loomtex batting and metallic organza
50 x 38 cm (unframed)
70 x 55 cm (framed)

R5,210

This work is inspired by the damage that the human race causes to 
nature. It depicts acid rain seeping into earth and the damage that it 
does to places that we are not even aware of. 

“I am interested in the fragile nature of the world we live in and I 
attempt to translate this fragility into wall art. I use the 
materiality of the textiles that I work with to express my emotions.”  

Detail
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Willemien de Villiers
Groen, 2019
Hand stitched on cotton thread with 
vintage linen. Stained and distressed
111 x 124 cm

R30,000

Diverse morphologies – plant and human – 
merging in celebration of new life. 

Detail
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Pierre Fouché 
PREVIOUS PAGE LEFT

Digtheid Pronkrol (Density Sampler), 2022
Macramé and bobbin lace with polyester rope
90 x 35 cm

R22,000

This is a technique sampler focussed on establishing an ideal tension 
gauge for 2mm corded rope. I worked it without a grid or pattern in 
order for the stitches to reveal the scale at which it is comfortable 
to work. The central motif was improvised while I worked to test the 
viability of 6mm rope for outlines. 

I find the Afrikaans word for “sampler” quite revealing of its use. A 
literal translation of “pronkrol” is “roll of pride”. Historically, needle-craft 
samplers were used to signal an individual’s skill, often made as 
“examination” pieces, but also used as technique records and 
teaching aids. 

 PREVIOUS PAGE RIGHT

Grofheid Pronkrol (Roughness Sampler), 2022
Macramé and bobbin lace with polyester rope
124 x 28 cm

R27,500

This technique sampler, made after the previous one, used the gauge 
established by the first sampler, but practising a variety of stitches, 
some newly invented, to establish their tonal appearance and texture. 

Images courtesy of WHAT IF THE WORLD GALLERY Detail
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Jeanette Gilks
Shades : Amadlozo Izinyanga, 2001
Commercial fabrics
71 x 48 cm

R4,000

‘Amadlozi’ and ‘Izinyanga’ are words that refer to the Ancestors, or 
the Shades. The work evokes the vague sense of dread and numinous 
awe some people associate with the spirit world. 

Detail
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Kathryn Harmer Fox
Ebb & Flow, 2022
Fibre embedment using scribble stitch, free-motion machine 
embroidery, ragged cord edging and scribble quilting
110 x 78 cm
R22,500

The concept of Ebb & Flow is one of constant movement and 
there is a sense of universal timelessness attached to it. I thought 
of day and night; air and water; flying and swimming; birds and 
fish. I chose the barn owl and the brown trout because of their 
markings: both are flecked with spots, connecting one to the other. 
Night and day flow seamlessly from top to bottom: dark to light and 
the whole is connected by constant movement, both in air and water. 

Detail
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Kathryn Harmer Fox
The Sketching Vessel, 2015
Techniques Used: Fibre embedment using scribble stitch, 
free-motion machine embroidery, 3D vessel construction. 
65 x 39 x 23,5 cm

R15,000

I came across the works of Kay Kahn and I love sketching and I 
love dancing. I decided to incorporate all 3 of these inspirations into 
one work. I sketch all the time, dance at every opportunity, and tried 
my hand at a 3D vessel. This is the result: a container vessel for 
discarded sketches, myself and another dancing, and a portrait of 
my mother, another great inspiration. 

Detail
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Jenny Hearn
Somerset Lakes Spring, 2020
Cotton fabrics, hand and machine embroidery with nylon batting
175 x 74 cm

R10,000

After a cold, dry and dusty Highveld winter, the freshness of a 
flowering spring in the Cape is a joy to behold. 

Detail
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Fiona Kirkwood
Simunye - We Are One, 2014
Digital prints on polyester fabric, wadding
260 x 240 x 160 cm

R120,000

Nokwanda and I share diverse ancestry. Hers involves South 
African tribes, Swazi, Xhosa and Zulu.  Mine includes European and 
Colonial South African dating back to 1820.  My work is 
a tribute to Nelson Mandela’s dream that the new South 
Africa will become a living example of Simunye  - We Are One. 

Detail
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Images courtesy of the artist



Kimathi Mafafo
Intent of Self, 2022
Hand and machine stitched embroidery on fabric
166 x 150 cm

R180,000

This embroidery panel marks the growth of my practice as a female 
artist. My choice of medium still battles for its correct description. 
Some view it as craft and some as Textile Art, but will its place be 
recognised in Fine Art?  

For me, the layers that are evident in this embroidery panel symbol-
ise the journey and maturity of my practice. I always surprise myself 
with my bold approach to colour in these tapestries. My intention with 
this bold colourful approach, is to create a sort of a dancing feeling 
to the viewers eyes when you come closer to the embroidery panel.  

Blessed I am to realise that I have the ability to create art works that 
can instigate meaningful connection and experience to many people, 
for me that’s meaningful in a magical way. 

30
29

Image courtesy of EBONY CURATED
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Gerda Mohr
Water Drop, 2022
Merino Wool
40 cm (dia)

R700
Including mirror, excluding stand

In the silent ebb and flow of hopes and dreams, reflections of light 
shine. Merino wool layered, felted and shaped into this organic form. 

32



Linda Rademan 
Self & Shadow, 2022
Linoprint, embroidery & slowstitching on linen
98 x 66 cm (unframed)
113 x 80 cm (framed)

R15,000

In this artwork I explored the theme of diversity within oneself.  

I incorporated Self and Shadow, two of Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung’s 
archetypes. Self is the principle of meaning which orientates us towards 
balance and guidance into greater wholeness. Shadow represents 
the hidden side of every human psyche, parts of oneself that are 
difficult to accept.  

This concept is illustrated through the visual characteristics of a play-
ing card, highlighting the dual existence of both archetypes.  The 
medium is linoprinting combined with embroidery and slowstitching. 

Detail
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Paul Schutte
Cultural Diverstiy : Isiphephetu Apron, 2019
Textile - cotton fabric, glass beads & invisible threads
101 x 101 cm

R8,000
 
Three diverse South African cultures converge in this piece: An 
elderly, married, white man constructed a piece inspired by the 
Ndbele apron which is traditionally given to an unmarried girl by 
her mother  (it symbolizes her ascent from childhood to woman-
hood) while beaded Zulu artefacts, made by elderly Zulu women 
were incorporated in the realization and construction of the work. 

Detail35



Mandy Shindler
Series DivaCity, 2022
100% Cotton, upcycled fabrics, all hand dyed, hand printed, mark 
making using fibre reactive dyes, wool batting. 
Mounted onto modular aluminium frame.
210 x 200 cm

R65,000
 
As I sit at the machine my hands are guiding a piece of linen under the needle the 
rhythm of the tik tik tik tik tik tik tik tik modulates the stitches and creates traces. 
As I step on the foot pedal it goes faster tuk tuk tuk tuk tuk. My arms are rigid 
creating the narrative. I’m creating this embodied, diverse, nomadic tactile form 
that translates into softness, feminism, I’m sitting, and I am not standing……I am 
intertwining a pattern that is organic and infinite NOT Block building which is 
masculine and hierarchical and final….. weaving not block building…… I am the 
hysterical, screaming cursing women with all my range of emotions and passion 
that have labelled me throughout my life as a difficult woman. I am now embodying 
a form of feminism, multiplicity that I have not allowed myself to feel before. I am 
discovering its possibilities for empowerment to bring to this discipline of architecture.
The beginning of building coincides with the beginning of textiles and the most 
fundamental elements of both buildings and textiles was the KNOT. So, I am, then, 
knot building.

Going back in time, on a biblical scale, to the nomadic traditions in 
Africa, it was us, women, who produced and maintained the architecture. 
Building was often, generally, women’s work. Warfare, politics and animal 
husbandry was men’s work. We also cared for and educated the children, prepared 
the food, cut the wood, fetched the water. The invention of the public realm and its 
architecture in Europe and East Asia saw the transference of architecture from 
the private realm of women into the ‘world’ — which was politics, men’s work.

Here, now, we can speak about diversity within space making/
phenomenology as part of being human. It’s like when a spider spins a web —
that’s architecture. Women’s weaving was her text. Today the C21 women no 
longer sits.

Detail
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Roy Starke (1954 - 2018)
Winds of Change, 2009
Mixed media - textiles, wool, 
paint & threads
260 x 260 cm

R48,000

Courtesy of the collection
FIBREWORKS ART SOUTH AFRICA

Detail 40



Hannalie Taute
The Sly Fox, a Cat and a Fish Magically Appeared, 2022
Photographic print, thread and rubber
119 x 84 cm (unframed)
122 x 87,5 cm (framed)

R41,000

One of the themes in Hannalie’s work is the exploration of identity. 
Through the juxtaposition of embroidery thread stitched onto rubber 
inner tyre tubes and vintage photographs, she subverts conventions 
and existing narratives. Alter egos or conflicting identities are imposed 
onto the characters in the photographs who are given incongruous 
masks and transformed into hybrids. Through these provocative 
transfigured portraits, the artist questions ideas of socially assumed 
identities. 
 
Hannalie’s combination of materials – car tyre rubber referencing a 
traditional realm of men and embroidery thread traditionally related to 
women’s work – challenges patriarchal stereotypes and adds a layer 
of tension to her arresting portraits.  
 
Another area of exploration is the artist’s own paracosm – or 
imaginary world. Fairytale characters, creatures and 
monsters find their way into wedding and other portraits or 
become darkly humourous 3D embroidered rubber sculptures. 

Detail
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Images courtesy of the artist



Diana Vandeyar
National Values, 2022
Textile
121 x 98 cm

R7,950

This textile piece, a seemingly traditional quilt, is a visual 
representation of South Africa’s racial demographics and a 
metaphor for society. It depicts the values of a 
nation… the hues, tints and colours that make up its people. 

“This is not a blanket on a wall. Notice the interconnecting blocks 
and the thread working its way from one patch to the next. The 
pieces interlocking and flowing, presenting as a whole, 
undeniable truth” 

Detail
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Angie Weisswange
Look and Learn, 2022
Denim and wool on canvas
90 x 60 x 2 cm

R15,000

I am fascinated by capturing light and expression in tonal scales; 
whether in colours, black and white or monotones. I’m also a 
keen hoarder and recycler of many materials. I have collected 
denim jeans since my first pair at age 19. I love the texture of the 
fabric with its soft indigo range of shading similar to cyanotype 
photography and while it is tempting to glue tiny patched pieces 
from a palette of different blue denims to create a photographic 
style composite, I ‘draw’ in details, blend contours and shade 
and outline features by free-style stitching with my sewing machine 
as a tool and threads as coloured lines.
   
A few years ago I was working with a Community Schools 
project which aimed to enable rural crafters (mostly grandmothers) 
to formalize basic business skills for marketing their work. The 
school children would benefit in so many ways from watching 
their elders creating handwork in their classrooms after hours. 
Since the arts are currently largely neglected in the classroom 
curriculum, this has become a hobby horse of mine - to encourage pride 
in handwork skills again and ultimately encourage entrepreneurship. 

I have used my generations of worn blue denims - the traditional 
working class cloth - to stitch this group portraying that passing on 
of knowledge, care and pride in one’s own handwork to the younger 
generation. I have deliberately focused the children’s faces on the 
grandmother’s hands. Look and Learn.   

DetailDetail 46



Interested and thinking of investing?

If you are interested and thinking of investing, please read through 
the buyer’s guide below. Any further enquiries can be directed the to 
the contacts provided.

What is for sale?
All the artworks listed in this catalogue are for sale, with the 
exception of ones marked ‘NFS’.
 
All sales are subject to availability and will follow a first come first 
serve system. All technical information (medium, size, and selling 
price) for each artwork has been provided within the catalogue. 
Please note, that the specifications of size are the dimensions of the 
actual artwork, unless specified, exclude frame size. 

What is included in the selling price? 
The artwork is sold as is, all artworks are furnished with a hanging 
system, which can be either a frame or mounting. Details to the 
frame aesthetics can be shared upon buyer’s enquiry. No VAT is 
applicable, and all prices listed are in South African Rand. 

What is excluded from the selling price? 
All specialized packaging and transport costs will be quoted on 
request. We are able to offer basic wrapping and on site collection 
at the Rupert Museum at no additional cost. Transport cost will 
vary as it is dependent on the delivery destination, weight and size of 
the artwork. 

Timeframe from purchase to delivery -  
[If I buy when will I get the artwork?]

Owing to the nature of the presentation of these artworks as a group 
exhibition, we aim to share them with the public audience for the full 
duration of the exhibition, therefore the artworks will be on display 
until 29 January 2023.  

How can I purchase an artwork?
All sales and payments will be managed by Dal Botha, from the 
Good Hope Quilters Guild. If you are interested to buy from the 
DiVERSiTY exhibition, please be in contact. 
 
Dal Botha 
dalbotha@netscape.net  
084 700 1727 

Insurance Policy (Post-Sale): 
The artwork will be fully insured on condition that the artwork 
remains on display for the entire duration of the group exhibition.  
The buyer will then enter into a loan agreement with the Rupert 
Museum for the duration of the exhibition. 
  
All administration regarding insurance and shipping quotations 
are managed by the Rupert Museum, Stellenbosch. Please do not 
hesitate to contact Eliz-Marie Schoonbee 
+27 (0)21 888 3261 | eliz-marie@rupertmuseum.org  
 
Any enquiries on the artist, artwork size and aesthetics, please be in 
direct contact with either Dal Botha or Eliz-Marie Schoonbee.  
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Detail from Hanging By A Thread by Monique Day-Wilde


